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This paper describes a simple method for constructing all the pairwise non- 
conjugate transitive groups of degree twelve. The construction was performed 
using the group theory package CAYLEY yielding a list of 301 transitive groups 
of twelve. A detailed list of all the minimal transitive groups of degree twelve is 
given. 
0. In t roduct ion  
One of the original problems in permutation group theory was that of producing 
catalogues or lists of all permutation groups of small degree. A great deal of effort was 
expended at the end of the last century and the beginning of this century towards this 
goal. This effort is described in the next section. Unfortunately, working by hand the 
results were unreliable and usually several groups were omitted or duplicated. A further 
problem with these early papers is that the notation used for describing the groups is 
now obsolete and virtually indecipherable. 
On the assumption that it would be useful to have reliable lists in modern otation 
Butler & McKay (1983) published a list of all the transitive groups of degree up to 
eleven. As we had a particular need for the transitive groups of degree twelve we decided 
to perform our own construction. The early paper that covered this work is Miller (1896), 
which lists 298 transitive groups of degree twelve, whereas we have listed 301 transitive 
groups of degree twelve. The discrepancies between our work and Miller's are described 
in §4. 
1. Histor ical  note on the determinat ion  of permutat ion  groups 
of low degree 
The problem of determining all the permutation groups of a given (necessarily ow) 
degree received much attention at the end of the last century, particularly in the decade 
1890 - 1900. Many fine mathematicians devoted enormous amounts of time to the com- 
pilation of these lists of groups, resulting in a whole series of papers being published, 
mainly in the four journals Comptes Rendus, Quarterly Journal of Pure and Applied 
Maths, The Bulletin of the New York Math. Soc. and The American Journal of Math- 
ematics. There are two useful articles (Burkhardt & Vogt 1909, Miller 1935) describing 
this activity, although each leaves out some of the workers mentioned in the other. Kef- 
erences for all the papers mentioned in the following brief description may be found in 
these two articles. 
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The first work in this area seems to have come in the 1840s from AL Cauchy and JA 
Serret, who listed all the permutation groups of degree up to six. Following that, in 1864 
TP Kirkman published a paper describing a recursive method of constructing transitive 
groups. He correctly listed all those of degree six and seven, and gave incomplete lists 
of transitive groups of degree ight, nine and ten. His errors were compounded because 
he did not distinguish between groups with the same number of elements of each cycle 
type. Some thirty years later in the 1890s, with Kirkman's work ignored or forgotten, 
four men, EH Askwith, A Cayley, FN Cole and GA Miller published a whole series of 
papers on the problem, each one purporting to correct he previous papers and extend 
the degree. Askwith and Cayley both tried to determine all the permutation groups of 
degree six and seven but in both cases Cole was responsible for the final list. Then all 
three tried to determine all the groups of degree eight, a project finally completed by 
Miller. Cole then found all the permutation groups of degree nine, and the transitive 
groups of degrees ten and eleven. Miller (with Ling) supplied the intransitive groups of 
degrees ten and eleven, thus completing the list of all permutation groups of degree up 
to eleven. For higher degrees lists only appeared for certain classes of groups, notably 
transitive and primitive groups. Miller listed all the transitive groups of degrees thirteen, 
fourteen and seventeen, with this work being completed around 1900. 
Meanwhile back in 1872 Jordan had listed (though incorrectly) all the primitive 
groups of degree up to seventeen. EN Martin, Miller and others repeated, corrected 
and extended this work to degree eighteen. ER Bennett (1912) completed the lists with 
a determination f the primitive groups of degree twenty in 1910. After this flurry of 
activity, attention was directed elsewhere and these lists represented the final word on 
this subject until very recently when computers have been put to the task. 
2. Basic theory and techniques 
This section describes the theory behind the construction and gives an overview of 
the construction methods without going into detail. 
2.1 Theory 
We will use the notation of Wielandt (1964) throughout. Let G be a transitive per- 
mutation group of degree twelve. As Sims (1970) has listed all the primitive permutation 
groups of degree up to twenty we may assume that G is imprimitive. 
Then G has a block system B consisting of m blocks of size k (mk - 12). The 
largest subgroup of $12 preserving the block system B is isomorphic to S~ wr  Sm and 
thus G < Sk wr Sin. 
Let the blocks be B1,B2 . . . .  ,B,~ and set B = (B1 ,B~, . . . ,B in ) .  Then G{B) ~ G 
where G{B) is the subgroup consisting of the elements that fix every block setwise (but 
not necessarily pointwise - this is the subgroup that Miller called the 'head' of the group). 
Then G B = G/G{B) is a transitive group of degree m (and hence known) acting on the 
set B. 
2.2 Techniques 
Two basic techniques are used to find all the groups. 
(A) This technique involves finding by hand a subgroup that is normal in G. In 
some cases G(B) can be found, and in other cases a characteristic subgroup of G(B ) can 
be found. Suppose this subgroup is called P. Then P ~ G, so P ~_ G < S~ wr Sin. But 
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then P < G <_ N(P) and G/P ~ N(P)/P (where N(P) denotes the normalizer of P in 
$12). The group N(P)/P is usually fairly small and the implementation f the subgroup 
lattice program in CAYLEY (Cannon 1982, 1984) can be used to find all subgroups of 
N(P)/P. By the first isomorphism theorem, the subgroups of N(P)/P are in one-one 
correspondence with the subgroups of N(P) containing P. As conjugate subgroups of 
N(P)/P correspond to conjugate subgroups of N(P) containing P, it is sufficient to take 
one representative of each conjugacy class of N(P)/P, and it is easy to 'pull-back' these 
subgroups of N(P)/P to the desired subgroups of N(P). 
(B) In some cases all the possible groups G(B) can be determined. Then as all 
the possibilities for G B (a transitive group of lower degree) are known, permutations of
twelve points that permute the blocks in the same way as generators of G B permute m 
points can be found. The group generated by G(B) and these permutations is transitive of 
degree twelve. Notice that there are many permutations of twelve points that permute the 
blocks according to any one given permutation ofm points, and therefore care is needed 
to ensure that all possibilities are covered, while at the same time avoiding unnecessary 
work. 
2.3 Con jugacy  
Neither of the above techniques guarantees that the groups formed will be pairwise 
non-conjugate in $12. Technique (B) produces lists of groups which contain many dupli- 
cates and hence is only used when technique (A) is infeasible. Technique (A) gives groups 
which are non-conjugate in N(P). However such groups may still be conjugate in the 
larger group $12. Also it may occur that different choices of P result in groups conjugate 
in $12. Therefore the remaining problem is to take a list of groups and produce a list 
without duplicates. CAYLEY contains an implementation f Butler's (1983) conjugacy 
algorithm. The obvious method is to form a final list as follows. Place the first group in 
the list. Check the second group against it, throwing the second group away if conjugate, 
else adding it to the list. Then in a similar fashion check each group against all those in 
the list, throwing it away as soon as conjugacy is established or else adding it. However 
conjugacy is difficult and slow to check and with long lists of groups it is not possible 
to use the algorithm in this manner. This problem is solved by defining a function on 
the set of groups that is constant on conjugacy classes (but hopefully different between 
conjugacy classes). 
This code can then be evaluated once for each of the groups in the list. Conjugacy 
checking now only has to be done between groups with the same code. The code we use 
is obtained by calculating all the block systems of the group, finding the blocks stabilizer 
and the group on the blocks in each case, and concocting a number based on the number 
of elements of each order in these two groups. 
This code is fairly slow to calculate, but it is sufficiently discriminating to eliminate 
almost all unnecessary conjugacy checking. 
3. Detai led descr ipt ion of the  construct ion 
This section gives all the details of each step in the construction. In this section 
we shall always use the notation I = G B, and K = G{B} (Image and Kernel of the 
map from G ~ GB). The problem is subdivided according to the size of the smallest 
minimal blocks of G, where here and in the rest of this paper, blocks will refer only to 
nontrivial blocks - that is, those of size greater than one but smaller than the whole 
set being permuted. Throughout this section we take the points to be X = {1,.. . ,  12} 
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and the blocks to be the obvious subdivision of the points, that  is B1 = {1 ,2 , . . . ,  k}, 
B2 = {k + 1,k + 2, . . . ,2k},  . . . .  Bm --- {(m - 1)k + 1, (m - 1)k 4- 2 , . . . , ink} .  The 
symbol 1 will also be used to refer to the trivial group. Only one representative from 
each conjugacy class is required. In the arguments that follow we frequently select a 
particular permutation from many possibilities. This is equivalent to arbitrarily choosing 
one particular epresentative from the conjugacy class under consideration, and may 
therefore be done without loss of generality. We shall use the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. If B is a minimal block system for G then G~ acts primitively on Bi 
(1 m). 
Proof.  Suppose that ~ is a block for GB~ in B~ with 1 < I~l < IB~I. Let g E G. If 
g E GBI then ~ V] ~g = @ or ~2 (because fl is a block for Gs,). I f  however g ~ GB, then 
is moved out of Bi and hence fl V] ~g -- 0. Thus ~2 is a block for G contradicting the 
assumption that Bi was a minimal block. ¶ 
3.1 Block size two 
ttereG<_ S2wrSs andK <:Z~. HenceK has order 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32 or 64. The 
group I acts as a transitive group of degree six on the blocks in B, and also acts on 
K by conjugation. Suppose K contains an element hat fixes ten points, say g --- (1, 2). 
Conjugating  by an element of I, say h, that moves B1 to Bi we have h-lgh -- (21-1,2i). 
Thus K contains all the transpositions in Z~ and hence K -- Z~. Similarly, if K contains 
any elements that fix two points then it must contain all six such elements. These six 
elements generate Z26 and hence if IK[ < 64 then K contains no elements that  fix two 
points. Similar arguments show that if any element of K fixes eight points then at least 
three elements of K do so. 
We shall use the following notion of the suppor t  of an element or set of elements 
in G. Forge  Gdef inesupp(g) -- {z[~ •X ,z  9 ¢ z} - the  set of points moved byg.  
Similarly if H __. G define supp(H) -- UheHSUpp(h). I f  K ¢ 1 then supp(K) = X. 
We also use the group theoretic result that  the average number of points fixed by 
the elements of a permutation group is the number of orbits of that group (Wielandt, 
1964). Hence the average number of points fixed by the elements of K (when K ¢ 1) is 
six. The first of the various possibilities for the group K is K1 -- t. The next six sections 
cover the remaining possibilities. 
3.1.1 In I = 2 
Since K acts on each block similarly the sole non-identity element moves each block. 
So the only possibility is 
K2 = ((1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8)(9,10)(11, 12)) 
3.1.2 Ig] = 4 
The sum of the numbers of fixed points of the three non-identity elements is twelve 
and hence K contains no elements that fix eight or ten points. Suppose g • K fixes six 
points - say g = (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6). Then K contains a conjugate h of g that interchanges 
7 and 8. As ]{g, h)] = 4 and supp({g, h)) = supp(g)U supp(h), it is clear that in order to 
obtain supp(K) -- X we must take h -- (7,8)(9, 10)(11, 12) leading to K - Ks  below. 
Now suppose that no elements of K fix six points but that g E K fixes four points 
- say g = (1,2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8). Then K contains a conjugate h of g that interchanges 
9 and 10. As before it is required that supp(h) U supp(g) = X, so h interchanges 11 
and 12. Therefore without loss of generality we may take h "- (1, 2)(3, 4)(9, 10)(11, 12) 
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giving K = K4 below. Thus, up to conjugacy we have the following two possibilities for 
IKI = 4. 
gz = ((1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6), (7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12)/ 
K4 = ((1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8), (1,2)(3, 4)(9, 10)(11, 12)/ 
3.1.3 IKI = 8 
Suppose g E K fixes eight points - say g = (1, 2)(3, 4). Then K contains a conjugate 
h of g that interchanges 5 and 6. Either supp(g) and supp(h) intersect in two points or 
they are disjoint. We may take h = (5, 6)(7, 8) or h = (1, 2)(5, 6) respectively. 
(1) h = (5, 6)(7, 8). Now K contains a conjugate k of g that interchanges 9 and 10. 
Either supp(k) and supp((g, h}) are disjoint or they intersect in two points. We may take 
k = (9, 10)(11, 12) or k = (1,2)(9, 10) respectively. If k = (1,2)(9,10) then I f  = {k, g, h} 
has order eight, but supp(K) ~ X, and hence k = (9, 10)(11, 12), I f  = (k, g, h} has order 
eight, and we have K - Ks below. 
(2) h = (1, 2)(5, 6). Now If contains a conjugate k of g that interchanges 7 and 
8. Either supp(k) and supp({g,h)) are disjoint or they intersect in two points. Since 
I f  = {k, g, h} and (k, g, h) has support of size less than ten, no choice of k is suitable. 
Now suppose that K contains no elements that fix eight points. Suppose K contains 
an element hat fixes no points. Then the remaining six non-identity elements of K fix 
an average of six points each. As K contains no elements that fix ten or eight points 
(and hence two or four points) these elements must fix exactly six points each. However 
these elements must have pairwise disjoint supports, for otherwise some product would 
fix four or eight points. It is clearly impossible to have six elements each fixing six points 
with disjoint supports. 
So we may now assume that non-trivial elements of K fix four and six points only. 
Let g e I f  fix four points - say g = (1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8). Then If contains a conjugate 
h of g that interchanges 9 and 10. Either supp(g) and supp(h) intersect in six points or 
in four points. If they intersect in six points then gh fixes eight points which contradicts 
our assumption. Thus we may take h = (1,2)(3, 4)(9, 10)(11, 12). All the elements of 
K cannot fix four points only, so consider k E K that fixes six points. Then [supp(k) n 
supp(h)[ - 4 else kh could not fix four or six points. Similarly ]supp(k) n supp(g)[ = 4 
and [supp(k)nsupp(gh)t = 4. Given these restrictions we may take k = (1, 2)(5, 6)(9, 10). 
This yields the possibility K = Ks below. 
Thus, up to conjugacy we have the following two possibilities for [K[ = 8. 
K5 = ((1, 2)(3, 4), (5, 6)(7, 8), (9, 10)(11, 12)) 
Ks = ((1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8), (1, 2)(3, 4)(9, 10)(11, 12), (1, 2)(5, 6)(9,10)) 
3.1.4 Igl = 16 
Suppose g E K fixes eight points - say g = (1, 2)(3, 4). Then either all the elements of 
K that fix eight points have disjoint supports or at least two have supports intersecting 
in two points. In the first case we may take h,k e K to be h = (5, 6)(7, 8) and k = 
(9, 10)(11, 12), while in the second case we may take h e K to he h = (1, 2)(5, 6). 
(1) g _> ((1,2)(3, 4), (5, 6)(7, 8), (9, 10)(11, 12)). Now If has no more elements that 
fix eight points, and because the remaining eight elements must fix an average of six 
points each, K must contain an element f E K that fixes six points. Now supp(f) cannot 
contain or be disjoint from supp(g) for otherwise fg would fix ten points or two points 
respectively. Similarly for h and k. Thus [supp(f) n supp(g)l = [supp(f) n supp(h)l - 
[supp(f) N supp(k)[ -  2. We may thus take f -- (1,2)(5, 6)(9, 10) giving g = K7 below. 
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(2) K >_ {(1,2)(3:4),(1,2)(5,.6)} = L. There is an element i e G that moves B1 
to B4. Then K >__ L'. I f Ln  L' -- 1 then [LLil -- 16 and hence K = LL i. Thus 
as we require supp(K) -- X, we must have supp(L ~) -- B4 u B~ U Bs which leads to 
K = Ks  below. Otherwise {L N Lil -- 2, say L N L i -- ((3,4)(5,6)) and then LL  ~ = 
((1,2)(3, 4), (1, 2)(5, 6), (1, 2)(7, 8)1. Let j e G be an element that moves Sl  to Sh. Then 
one of (1,2)(5, 6) j and (1, 2)(3,4) / must have a support intersecting supp(Lnl). We may 
take this element to be k -- (1, 2)(9, 10). However I(LL i, k) l - 16 but supp((LL', k)) ¢ X. 
Therefore this case yields no possible groups and we have two possibilities up to conjugacy 
{Kl = 16. 
IC7 -- {(1, 2)(3, 4), (5, 6)(7, 8), (9, 10)(11, 12), (1, 2)(5, 6)(9, 10)) 
Ks = <(1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 6), (7, 8)(9, 10), (7, s)(11,12)> 
3.1.  II<l = 32 
The pointwise stabiliser of any four blocks must be nontrivial. Thus as K contains 
no transpositions K contains all the permutations of Z~ that fix eight points. Therefore 
K is the group consisting of all the even permutations of Z~, given as K0 below. 
I(9 = ((1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 2)(5, 6), (1, 2)(7, 8), (1, 2)(9, 10), (1, 2)(11, 12)> 
3.1.6 [K[ = 64 
l=[ere we have 
El0  = <(1, 2), (3, 4), 6), 8), (9, lo), (11, 12)) = 
This completes the list of possibilities for the group K.  The next three sections give 
the details of how the transitive groups of degree twelve are obtained from this list. 
3.1.7 Case K -- K1 
Now G/K  ~ I where I is a transitive group of degree six. Therefore in this case 
G ~ I. All the possible transitive groups of degree six (up to corguEacy ) are listed in 
Butler & McKay (1983). For each group with order a multiple of twelve, the subgroups of 
index twelve are easily found, and the transitive groups corresponding to these subgroups 
determined. 
3,1.8 Case K : K2 
For this group, technique (A) is not possible because the quotient group is large. 
However technique (B) may be used. Here we wish to form groups by finding permu- 
tations of twelve points that act on the blocks in the same way as generators for each 
possible group I of degree six, and adding them to the group K.  As I¢2 ~ $2 wr So it 
suffices to consider only one member from each conjugacy class under Ss. For each such 
possible group I a set of two generators i found. For any given permutation of the six 
blocks, there is a coset of Z~ (of size 64) which contains all the elements in $2 wr So that 
act on the blocks according to that permutation. However it is not necessary to consider 
all the 64 x 64 possible groups because Z = Z~ acting by conjugation fixes setwise ach of 
its cosets in $2 wr Ss. This action is equivalent to renaming the points within the blocks. 
The orbits of Z on the coset corresponding to the first generator for I are calculated, 
and one representative from each orbit chosen. Having chosen a particular element for 
the first generator, arbitrary renaming of points is no longer possible, and the full 64 
possibilities for the second generator must be considered. For each possible K and I the 
list of groups is generated on CAYLEY. Duplicates are eliminated as described in §2.3 
above. 
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3.1.9 Cases K = Ka, K4,Kb, K6,KT, Ks ,Ks ,K lo  
For these groups technique (A) is used. For each group the normalizer in $12 is found 
by CAYLEY, then the quotient group Q = Y(K i ) /K i  and the mapping f : N(K~) -+ Q 
are formed. The subgroup lattice program is used to calculate one representative from 
each conjugacy class of subgroups of Q, and the inverse image of each of these subgroups 
under f is then found. The sizes of the normalizers and quotient groups are given below. 
K, IK, I IN(K,)I IN(K~)/Kd 
Ka 4 4608 1152 
K4 4 3072 768 
K5 8 3072 384 
Ks 8 1536 192 
K7 16 3072 192 
Ks 16 4608 288 
K9 32 46080 1440 
K10 64 46080 720 
3.2 Block size three 
Here G <_ SawrS4. Consider P = Oa(K). Now P is characteristic in K and hence 
P ,~ G. The group It" _< S~ and thus P <: A~. Therefore IP[ = I, 3,9, 27 or 81.The first of 
the various possibilities for P is P = PI = i. The next four sections cover the remaining 
possibilities. Note that if any element of P fixes nine points then P = Z~. 
3.2.1 lel = 3 
Here P must act similarly on each block and hence up to conjugacy the only possi- 
bility is that P -- P2 below. 
P2 = <(i, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 8,9)(i0, 11, i2)> 
3.2.2 IPI = 9 
Let g E P fix six points - say g --- (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6). Then P contains a conjugate h
of g that moves Ba. Either supp(h) and supp(g) are disjoint or they intersect in three 
points. In the former case we may take h -- (7,8,9)(10,11,12) and then I(g, hl[ - 9 
giving P = Ps below. In the latter case we may take h = (1, 2, 3)(7, 8, 9) but here 
supp(Ig, hi) # x. 
Suppose now that no elements of P fix six points. Let g E P fix three points - say 
g --- (1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(7, 8, 9). Then P contains a conjugate h of g that moves B4. We may 
take h - (4, 5, 6)(7, 8, 9)(10, 11, 12) or h = (4, 6, 5)(7, 8, 9)(10, 11, 12). However in the 
first case gh 2 - (1, 2, 3)(10, 12,11) - an element that fixes six points. Hence we obtain 
only one further possibility, namely P -- P4 below. 
P3 ---- ((1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9)(10,11, 12)) 
P4 = ((1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)(~, s, 9), (4, 6, 5)(7, s, 9)(10,11,12)) 
3.2.3 lel- -  27 
Consider the subgroup P{BIUB,) (this is the pointwise stabilizer of BI tJ B~). Here 
P(BIuB2) ¢ 1 for otherwise [PI -< 9. So we may take P{B,uB.,) ---- ((7, 8, 9)(10, 11, 12)). 
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Similarly we may take P{B~uB,) = ((1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 6)). Now consider PIB,uB,). It must 
be either ((4, 5, 6)(7, 8, 9)} or ((4, 6, 5)(7, 8, 9)). These elements determine two groups of 
order 27. However they are conjugate and hence only one need be considered, namely 
P5 below. 
P~ = ((1, 2, 3)(4, 5, 0), (7, 8, 9)(10, n, 12), (4, 5, o)(7, 8, 9)) 
3.2.4 I~OI = 81 
Here we have P =/°6 below. 
Ps = ((1, 2, 3), (4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9), (n ,  n ,  12)) = A~ 
This completes the list of possibilities for P = 03(K). The next two sections describe 
how all possible groups G were determined in this case. 
3.2.5 Case P = P1 
This case only occurs if K = 1 (because K must act transitively or trivially on each 
block). So G is a transitive group of degree four. As 12 divides IGI we have G - A4 or 
G ~ $4. In the former case the regular representation is the only one of degree twelve 
and in the latter case the subgroups of index twelve in $4 are easily determined. 
3.2.6 Cases P = P2, Pa, P4, Pb,P6 
Each of these cases was dealt with using technique (A). The sizes of the normalizers 
and quotient groups are given below 
P, IP, I IN(P~)I I~(P~)IP, I 
P2 3 3888 1296 
P3 9 2592 288 
P4 9 3888 432 
P5 27 3888 144 
P6 81 31104 384 
3.3 Block size four 
IIere G ~ $4 wr $3. By Lemma 1, a~ acts primitively on B1 and hence a~'  1~ A4 
B, and thus K B' "~ 1/4, A4 or $4 (1/4 =- Z~). Moreover since or $4. Now K Bk ,~ G ~ 
IGB~ : K I _< 2 we have K B1 ~- A4 or $4. Consider K(BO. 
3.3.1 K(Ba) = 1 
Here K is represented faithfully on each block so K - A4 or $4. These groups 
both possess a single transitive representation of degree four and therefore the points 
of Bx, B2 and Bs can be labelled by A - {c~1, 32, 33, 34}, A' -- {a~, a~, a~, a~} and 
AU = {a~ , ~2,'~n aa ,n a~} in such a way that any element of K induces the same permutation 
of $4 on A, A ~, A~q Then K has precisely one block system containing blocks of size 
{{az, al ,  c~l}, {32, a 2, as}, {~s, a~, a~}, {34, a~, a~}}. If fl is a block thre% namely C = ~ n ~ n 
of size three for K then, for g E G, ~2g is a block for K g = K. So C is a set of blocks of 
size three for G and we have already considered this case. 
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3.3.2 K{m) # 1 
Consider K(B~vB2) • 
(1) K(B, UB~) I. Now If(B,) ~ K so If~2) ~}¢B~ and B= = _ K( ~) # 1 since K{B~) # 1 
and K(B~UB~) -- 1. Thus K~2) > V 4, However as K(BluB=) = 1 this copy of Y 4 must 
act similarly on B2, Bs. Likewise a copy of V4 must act similarly on B1, B2. Then we 
may assume that G contains the normal subgroup P1 below. 
/'1 = ((1, 2)(3, 4)(5, 6)(7, 8), (1, 4)(2, 3)(5, 8)(6, 7), (5, 6)(7, 8)(9, 10)(11, 12), 
(5,8)(6, 7)(9, n)(lo, 11)) 
Ba (2) If(BlUB2 ) # 1. Now K(BluB2 ) <~ If SO K(BIOB: ) ~ If Bs. Thus If(B, UB2) >_ V4 
and 114 x V4 x V4 _< K. Moreover V4 x V4 x V~ ~ G because V4 is characteristic in S~. 
Hence G contains the normM subgroup 0~($4 wr $3) -- P~ below. 
= 2)(3, 4), (1, 3), (5, 6)J,  8), 8)(6, n),  
Both of these cases are dealt with using technique (A). The sizes of the normalizers 
and quotients are given below 
P, IP, I IN(P,)I IN(P,)/P,I 
P1 16 2304 192 
P2 64 82944 1296 
3.4 Block size six 
Here G < SswrS~ and by Lemma i, If acts primitively on each block (If = GB~). 
The primitive groups of degree 6 are PSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5), As, Ss which are all doubly 
transitive. Consider K(B~). 
3.4.1 K(s:) = i 
Here If is represented faithfully on each block and hence is isomorphic to one of 
PSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5), As, Ss. 
(1) K ~- PSL(2, 5), PGL(2, 5). These groups have only one transitive representation 
of degree 6. Therefore the points in each block may be labelled with A = {~1, ~2,.. . ,  as} 
and A' = {a~, c~ . . . .  , c~} in such a manner that every element of K induces the same 
permutation of $6 on A and A'. Now K has precisely one block system with blocks 
of size two, namely C = {{hi, a~}, {~2, a~},. . . ,  {as, a~}}. It is clear that there are 
no other blocks of size two because K acts doubly transitively on A, A'. Now consider 
-- {cq,c~i} - ablock for K. Then for g 6 G, ~29 isa  block for Kg = K. Thus 
f~ N ~9 = 0 or ~ and hence C is a set of blocks of size two for G and we have already 
considered this case. 
(2) I£" ~ As, Ss. Here K contains a characteristic subgroup A ---- As. Now A6 
has more than one transitive representation f degree 6. Therefore in contrast o the 
previous case each element of A may act on B1 and B2 as two different elements of As. 
The elements of A may be regarded as pairs {(g, g~)lg 6 A6} for some fixed ~ 6 Aut(As), 
with the first co-ordinate acting on B1 and the second on B2. Now Aut(As) = $6.2. It 
is only necessary to consider one automorphism from each coset of Ss in Ss.2 because 
if a, 17 are in the same coset of Ss then g~ and g/~ are conjugate in Ss. If a E $6 then 
{(g,g=)lg E As} is conjugate in S12 to {(g,g)lg 6 Ae}. In this case the argument of 
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the previous ection holds, giving blocks of size 2. So suppose that ~ ~ $6. Then A = 
<(g, ga)[g E A6 } ~ G. One such automorphism is defined by (1, 2,3, 4, 5) a = (2, 4, 3, 5, 6) 
and (4,5,6) ~ - (1,2,3)(4,5,6) and we may take o~ to be this map. Hence G has as a 
normal subgroup the group A1 below. 
A1 = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5)(8, 10, 9, 11, 12), (4, 5, 6)(7, 8, 9)(10, 11,12)) 
3.4.2 K(B~) -7 £ 1 
Here K(BI) "~ K (Kernel of natural map from K --* K B') so K(B~) ~ K~,) ~K B~. 
So either PSL(2,5) ~ K(B~) or As ~ K(B~). Thus PSL(2,5) × PSL(2,5) <_ K or 
A6 × As <_ K.  In both cases these groups are the socle of K (that is, the  product of the 
minimal normal subgroups of K) hence characteristic in K and thus normal  in G. So G 
contains A2(~ PSL(2, 5) 2) or Az(~ A~) below as a normal subgroup. 
A~ = ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5), (2, 5)(3, 4), (1, 6)(3, 4), (7, 8, 9, 10, n) ,  (s, 11)(9, 10), (7, 12)(9,10)> 
A3 --- ((1, 2, 3, 4, 5), (4, 5, 6), (7, 8, 9, 10, 11), (10, 11, 12)) 
All the groups G with A1, A2 or A3 as a normal subgroup were determined using 
technique (A). The sizes of the normalizers and quotients are given below. 
A~ IA~l IN(Ai)I IN(A~)/Ail 
A1 360 1440 4 
A2 3600 28800 8 
A3 129600 1036800 8 
This completes the detailed escription of the construction. 
4. Resu l ts  
4.1 Numbers  of t rans i t ive groups 
We obtained the following numbers of imprimitive groups. 
Order Smallest minimal blocks have size 
2 3 4 6 
Tota l  
12 5 
24 10 
36 4 1 
48 12 
60 1 
72 9 5 
96 22 
108 4 
120 3 
144 6 2 
192 30 
216 7 
240 2 
5 
10 
5 
12 
1 
14 
22 
4 
3 
9 
30 
7 
2 
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288 2 3 5 
324 4 4 
384 22 22 
432 2 2 
576 6 3 9 
648 12 12 
720 2 2 4 
768 10 10 
972 1 1 
1152 10 4 14 
1296 9 9 
1440 1 1 2 
1536 7 7 
1728 2 2 
1920 1 1 
1944 4 4 
2304 6 1 7 
2592 8 8 
3072 1 1 
3456 4 4 
3840 3 3 
3888 2 2 
4608 1 1 
5184 6 1 7 
6912 1 1 
7200 1 1 
7680 1 i 
7776 1 i 
10368 i 3 4 
11520 1 1 
14400 2 2 
15552 3 3 
20736 2 2 
23040 3 3 
28800 1 1 
31104 1 1 
41472 3 3 
46080 1 1 
82944 1 1 
252900 1 1 
518400 2 2 
1036800 1 1 
Tota l  182 73 29 11 295 
There are six primitive groups of degree twelve, namely PSL(2, 11), PGL(2, 11), 
Mll, M12, A12 and $12, thus giving a total of 301 transitive groups of degree twelve. 
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4.2 Discrepancies with Miller's list 
Miller (1896) listed 298 transitive groups of degree twelve, however his list differs 
with ours in several places. 
Order Miller Royle Difference 
48 I0 12 -{-2 
72 13 14 +i 
108 5 4 -1 
144 8 9 +I 
384 20 22 W2 
1944 5 4 -1 
2592 9 8 --1 
-t-3 
Some of these discrepancies can be easily explained by examination of the lists. 
For example in the groups of order 108, Miller lists one group twice. For the groups 
of order 1944, Miller lists 4 groups, but miscounts them. The remaining discrepancies 
are difficult to explain because the notation at that time allowed one symbol to stand 
for a number (but not a given number) of different groups. 
4.3 The min imal  transit ive groups 
It is frequently useful to know all the minimal transitive groups of a given degree, 
for then any transitive group of that degree may be assumed to contain one of these. 
Towards this end we computed the groups in our list which are minimal and present 
them in the tables at the end of this subsection. 
In order to find the minimal transitive groups, the entire list of groups is subjected 
to the following process. Two random elements are selected from the group, and the 
subgroup they generate checked for transitivity. If the subgroup is transitive and it is a 
proper subgroup (obviously the two elements often generate the entire group), then the 
original group has a transitive subgroup and hence is not minimal. This then, is a quick 
(but not deterministic) method for proving non-minimality. It is applied at most twenty 
times to each group. If the group has proved to be not minimal within these twenty 
tries then all is well, else we use different echniques to try and prove minimality. The 
first stage left a list of 17 groups, all of which proved to be minimal. All but three of 
the groups had order less than 100, and hence the subgroup lattice program could very 
quickly find their subgroups and demonstrate hat none were transitive. The remaining 
three groups had orders 576 (twice) and 2592. Thus all three groups are soluble. Let 
G refer to the group being tested. If G has a transitive subgroup H, then H is clearly 
contained in some maximal subgroup M which is also transitive. Maximal subgroups of 
soluble groups have prime power index, and hence will contain either a Sylow 2-subgroup 
or a Sylow 3-subgroup of G. The subgroup lattice program could then easily calculate 
the portion of the subgroup lattice lying between G and its Sylow subgroups, and thus 
demonstrate hat none of the intermediate groups were transitive. 
Information on the block systems of the 17 minimal transitive groups is given in the 
table below, and their generators are given in the next table. 
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Group Order Number of block systems of size 
2 3 4 6 
1 12 1 1 1 1 
2 12 3 1 1 3 
3 12 7 1 3 3 
4 12 1 1 3 I 
5 12 3- 4 1 
6 24 3 1 1 
7 24 3 3 1 
8 36 3 i 1 
9 48 1 1 
10 72 1 1 3 
11 72 1 1 3 
12 72 1 1 
13 72 1 3 
14 96 1 3 1 
15 576 1 1 
16 576 1 
17 2592 1 3 
Group number Generators 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
(1,3,5,7,9,11,2,4,6,8,10,12) 
(1,6,9,2,5,10) (3,S,11,4,7,12), 
(1,10,5,2,9,6) (3,12,7,4,11,S), 
(1,6,9,2,5,10) (3,8,11,4,7,12), 
(1,9,5)(2,1o,6)(3,11,7)(4,12,8), 
(1,s,1~)(2,7,12)(3,5,1o)(4,6,9), 
(1,4)(2,3) (5,12) (6,11)(7,10)(S,9), 
(1,s,4,1o)(2,7,3,9)(5,1m,11), 
(1,2)(3,4) (5,7,6,8)(9,11,10,12), 
(1,7)(2,s)(3,9,5,11)(4,1o,6,12), 
(1,9)(2,1o)(3,11)(4,12)(5,7)(6,8), 
(1,11,3,10) (2,12)(4,7)(5,8,6,9), 
(1,5,3,4)(2,6)(7,12,9,11)(8,10), 
(1,5,12,2,6,11) (3,S,10,4,7,9), 
(1,9,6,12,2,10,5,11)(3,8,4,7), 
(1,12,5,3,11,6,2,1o,7)(4,9,s), 
(1,7)(2,9,3,s)(4,11,6,1o,5,12), 
(1,7) (2,s)(3,9) (4, i0)(5,1 i) (6,12) 
(i,3)(2,4)(5,11)(6,12)(7,9)(s,~0) 
(1,3,2,4) (5, ! 1,6,12)(7,10,8,9) 
(1,12,7)(2,11,s)(3,10,5)(4,9,6) 
(1,9,7,4,11,5)(2,10,s,~,12,6) 
(1,11,7)(2,12,s)(3,10,6)(4,9,5) 
(1,3,6)(2,4,5)(7,12,10)(s,ll,g) 
(1,11,6)(2,12,5)(3,10,s)(4,9,7) 
(1,6,3,2,5,4)(7,8)(9,10)(11,12) 
(1,6,3,2,5,4)(7,10)(8,9)(11,12) 
(1,4,1o,7,2,6,11,9)(3,5,12,s) 
(1,8)(2,9,3,7)(4,11)(5,1o,s,12) 
(1,7,11,2,8,12)(3,6,10,4,5,9) 
(1,2) (5,6)(7,12,10) (S,11,9) 
(1,3,2) (5,S,6)(9,11,12) 
(1,4,2,6,3,5)(7,12,8,11)(9,1o) 
4.4 Transitive groups of degree up to twelve 
A complete list of all the transitive groups of degrees two to twelve has been prepared 
in a format suitable for input to CAYLEY. This list is stored in the CAYLEY library at 
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the University of Sydney. This list has been prepared using the methods described above~ 
independently of the list of Butler & McKay (1983), and thus provides conf i rmation of 
the correctness of thek lists. 
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